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This is a puja to Shri Ganesha because it is
the first puja on this tour in Maharashtra
where Shri Ganesha is worshipped. It was
arranged in nature in a very simple and
enjoyable way by the local villagers. There
are Ashtavinayakas (eight Shri Ganesha
swayambhus) in Maharashtra. The state of
Maharashtra, which is defined by three
mountains, forms a triangle which is made
like the Mooladhara, which means the
Kundalini Itself. "So the Kundalini of the
whole world resides in this area." That's why
it's called Maharashtra, which means a
country which is very great. But Maharash-
trians may not realize that they are sitting in
such a great land, "which is vibrated by Shri
Ganesha, has its own simplicity, has its own
vibrations, a different style, a different type."

"The best part of Maharashtra is that it gives
you a very good attention." The attention
becomes very concentrated, which is very
helpful. Shri Ganesha was created to spread
and emit auspiciousness and holiness. It
cleanses everything because it is innocence,
"and the innocence that cleanses you takes
away all kinds of conditionings and egos
that are distracting your attention. So the
attention which is so wobbly otherwise other
places can settle down very well in Maha-
rashtra." With good attention, many things
can be accomplished, and people can excel in
art, dancing and other disciplines.

Shri Ganesha is the giver of wisdom, an
innate quality which is awakened in a Sahaja
Yogi in whom Shri Ganesha has been
awakened. With wisdom a Sahaja Yogi
understands the importance of Sahaja Yoga;
he achieves balance, a proper ascent, and the
understanding that this ascent is for his [own]
benevolence, and for the benevolence of his
country and the whole world. A Sahaja Yogi
automatically gives up all attachments
and bad habits. The manifestation of Shri
Ganesha within us is the foundation stone of
spiritual life. This is why Shri Mataji has been

very anxious to find proper schools for our
children. Their Shri Ganesha tattwa has to be
nourished and looked after; once that
happens, then they are safe, nothing can harm
them, and they will never again be on the
wrong path. If from childhood you never had
this kind of understanding about Kundalini or
about wisdom, "you can never later on easily
assimilate it. For that you really require a
great effort and understanding that you have
to have this."

In Sahaja Yoga, it's working out very fast and
people are becoming very wise. Once the
wisdom is established inside, then whatever
may happen outside, whatever may be the
trend or the fashion, or whatever people are
changing into, you do not change. Once you
change within, then you have the wisdom to
know what to do, how to deal with others,
how far to go, how not to control anyone, and
how not to say things which are harsh or
hurting. If you are trying to spread Sahaja
Yoga, the only way to go forward is to look
after everyone with great compassion.

Sahaja Yogis have to have faith in themselves
to be really in the Nirvikalpa state. Shri
Ganesha is in the Nirvikalpa state. "He
doesn't have to question anything, He doesn't
have to ask for anything. He's just there. He
is in complete Nirvikalpa,... absolutely into a
state where He is not at all attached.... And in
that Nirvikalpa, He worships Mother. Small,
small stories can show you how He was so
sure of Himself, how He had courage and
how He worked out everything so intelli-
gently. But when you are doing something,
you can be in two minds, you can be not so
decisive. But He was and He is always very
decisive, that He knows what is to be done,
right there.... So in wisdom you don't have to
think, argue."

Nirvikalpa "is a state. It is not a state to be
achieved, but it is a state. Means you are
there, it has to be innately built in yourself,
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this state of wisdom. But you can also work
it out by just concentrating on yourself and
trying to find out, 'What's the matter with
me? What happens to me? Why? Why is it
I am like this?' The introspection can help
you a lot to be extremely wise, but easier
method is to worship the principle of
innocence within yourself."

"So the wisdom is also in forgiving." There's
no sense in remembering what people said or
did. "Just forget it, and once you start
forgetting all these things, you know, you'll
rememberright things, and useless things will
just go away.... What you have to do is to
really forgive because one thing is built in
Sahaja Yoga, that who tried to trouble you,
they will be in trouble also.... Try... not to get
after people, not to pester someone, not to be
very strict, not to... pursue the matter.
Whatever is it, that point, you should finish
off and just don't worry."

"The wisdom is in living in the present... so
forget the past.... Meditation is the only way
you give up your left, give up your right, and
you are just standing in the center, enjoying
the wisdom, enjoying the joy of your being.
So the best part of our lives we spend in
bothering, in getting upset, getting worried,
getting after someone. Where is the time? ...
We have to awaken the Kundalini of thou-

sands and thousands and thousands and here
we are just worried about something
nonsensical. So our wisdom is finished."
Even at the highest level of realization, there
are people who don't have wisdom "in the
sense that they want to run away/ they just
get fed up, take sanyasa.... There's no
wisdom in that also."

"So living in the present you don't also feel
tired because you don't think of the past and
the future and you live very well and in great
happiness." Those who are really in the
present forget small things,like whether they
are huppy or hungry. "In the present,
whatever they have to do, they will do it."
For example, "when you are leaving the
house, at that time if you are in the present,
then you just think, 'What have I to take?'...
That's how you can really establish yourself....
The wisdom acts by itself.... Wisdom is a
very big power,... such a tremendous power
that God has given us.... We should try to
really to develop it and mature it properly
within ourselves."

For this Shri Ganesha puja, "we should ask
for wisdom and for that we have to be in the
present.... If you can try, your Kundalini has
been awakened and you can be all the time in
the present. But today you should first try
and get the Kundalini established, in the
present. May God bless you."

"You all have come here to Kolhapur
to worship the Mahalakshmi and you all
know about the importance of Mahalakshmi.
Sushumna Nadi is the channel for Maha-
lakshmi, but this principle of Mahalakshmi is
only possible to manifest in us when our
principle of Lakshmi is satisfied. When we
see poverty in India we really get upset about
it and think when it will be all right when all
these people will 4lso get the blessings of the
Divine. So the principle of the Dvine works

through Mahalakshmi. It is a vicious circle
that you have to get to a point where your
Lakshmi principle is satisfied and then only
you start seeking and that seeking comes from
the Mahalakshmi principle within us."

"So Sahaja Yoga grows in the middle path, in
the middle section of the society. Very rich
will seldom come to Sahaja Yoga and if they
come only they just take few advantages of it
and they won't understand the depth of iU in
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the same way the poor cannot come. So these
are like the two shores of one river that is
flowing in between and if it starts expanding
then we will definitely shower the blessings of
the Dvine on both the shores and I am sure
lots of people who look today to be poor and
who appear to be rich definitely will become
Sahaja Yogis.... Such a vicious circle that
unless and until you become a Sahaja Yogi
your financial situations cannot be improved
very much, but you cannot become Sahaja
Yogis unless and until you have got your
principle of Lakshmi satisfied. How do we
get our l^akshmi principle satisfied?"

The hankering for money goes away in Sahaja
Yoga. You are so blessed that you start
getting whatever you like. Another way, even
before your Lakshmi principle is satisfied, is
that if you get your self-realization you can
short circuit the whole thing and then also
you can enter into Mahalakshmi principle.
But you have become overly rich and if that
richness has gone into your head and you
think no end of yourself, then there are still
some chances of getting into Sahaja Yoga. For
example, if a very rich man gets sick, or his
children start misbehaving, or suddenly he
gets a bad reputation, some sort of a shock for
his right side can push him to the center.
"Left sided people are who are suffering too
much because they are poor, because they are
lethargic, because they don't know how to get
to their jobs and they have no ambitions, nor
do they tompete-in a way they are in a
better situation than the rich because they
don't have to worry so much about income
tax-as if they have solved their problems by
having no income, no car."

With everything that you possess, so-called,
you have a problem till you develop a
complete detached feeling about it. "So
then what happens to you that when you
start, all these problems are creeping up. In
India specially I have seen people become
generous-very miserly people also become
generous. They become so fed up with their
so-called wealth, they start distributing it
and giving it away."

"So the principle of l-akshmi is to give away,

to be generous. That principle starts working,
then the second principle of Lakshmi also
works with them when they have very nice
beautiful houses and things and they want
people to come to their house, stay there,look
after them and give them food and they enjoy
all this.... But that generosity is also not very
satisfying. They think, 'This generosity is
getting into my head. I am still feeling that as
if I have done some great job by being
generous.' ... Then they start thinking of
getting into the truth of life."

"You need not to be proud that you are doing
so much for others." With this same type of
false generosity in social work and so-called
doing for the poor/ you develop a kind of a
very funny ego and think no end of yourself.
"And to pamper it also people give a peace
prize, a Nobel Prize... then of course there is
a very hard nut created out of your brains.
That is how even this generosity can be very
dangerous, which creates this kind of a feeling
that we are something great and we are doing
some great work and we are just looking after
so many people."

"So then we become another kind of people
who are really very miserly. They can never
change." Sometimes whole nations, even those
that are supposed to be very rich, have a
miserly nature. "They talk of money and there
is no decency about it.... There is no culture
about it." For example, people go out to eat
and ask for the leftovers to be packed up
because they feel that they have paid for
them. "This is the greatest curse of being
rich. People become absolutely shameless,
indecent, arrogant and above all absolutely
irreligious. So one has to fear those things
which are so illusory and look like something
being very, very great to achieve." The rich
have no manners or maryadas of any kind,
and they don't care what others are going to
say or what they have to be. The kind of an
ego which comes into a rich man is really
very stupid, and people would laugh at them
the way they behave."

"There are people who are trying to show off
their wealth in a most hideous manner....
They are the people who are killers of culture.
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That is how we find the people or the
countries which are rich absolutely kill all the
culture and behavior parts of human beings.
The second thing they get into is complete
immorality." To them a girl of 2A can be
engaged to an 80 year old. "They have no
sense of proportion, ... live a very immoral
and absolutely low grade life which even an
animal would not do... as all the decency that
comes from your culture or all the norms that
are described about the culture just disappear.

Ih"y may have a decency to what glass
should be used for which wine, or could be
what sort of a dress should be worn for a
particular thing, but even that is gone now.
Anything is possible." This arrogance of a
very incorrigible ego is even worse when they
are in groups because then the competition
starts-all kinds of horrible expressions of
their ugly wealth. The whole society becomes
so ugly."

"It so happened unfortunately that I had to
be with such people also, but thank God I

have my own people now. You are here-my
own style... so close to Me... and what an
atmosphere you have created. Even people
in Kolhapur and here are saying we have
never seen such beautiful people, so well
behaved, so balanced. They never fight, they
never say bad words, they never hit each
other. Because whatever we had known of
foreigners they would come, enter into
anybody's house during the time of British
and get whatever they wanted. And later on
these were soldiers, and later on came the
hippies, and then came Hari Ramas.... All
these horrible experiences. And then you
people come like great blessings. They are so
impressed by you. They are more impressed
by you than by Me. I can tell this much. I
know that this would happen when they will
see lots of Sahaja Yogis together-the way
they live, the way they enjoy each other, the
way they have a nice time and the way they
are detached about things. Definitely they
will be very much impressed. That is what is
happening today."



Shri Mataji explained that it was very special
to have the puja on this night because Shri
Ganesha was born on a Tuesday. Every fourth
day of the moon is celebrated as Shri
Ganesha's birthday, but when this fourth falls
on a Tuesday then there is tremendous yoga.
We see the quality of Shri Ganesha in Christ
as Christ is the incarnation of Shri Ganesha.
And another remarkable thing about this day
is that it is the birthday of Christ. "The fourth
thing which is very important is that you all
should be here on this day in Ganapatipule. It
is a very important day."

"We have to learn that if you worship
Ganapati or if you worship Christ you should
try to think what qualities we have got within
ourselves. Now regarding Jesus Christ, you
know Him very well, that He always talked of
morality, always talked of holiness, of
auspiciousness and all these things. You see
the holiness and the complete cleanliness
within your being is to such an extent that
He said, 'Thou shall not have adulterous
eyes.' So Shri Ganesha also goes against the
adultery, any kind of adultery.... That is why
those people who indulge into adulterous life

suffer very badly. It's rather difficult to cure
all these diseases which are incurable or
Ganesha's problems.... That is why He gets
angry with you."

"Now His trying is of two types. One is by
which soothes you down, soothes your
Kundalini and the second one is where He
really gets very angry with you and tries to
punish you.... One has to be very careful
when you are dealing with your morality.
Morality should be a part and parcel of your
being and that you should be proud that you
are moral and that you should try to lead a
very moral life without torturing anybody,
without troubling anybody in Sahaja Yoga. I
hope it is all very clear cut that we have to
lead a very, very moral life."

"Of course all my lectures can be translated
later." (A longer talk in Hindi was given
before the English talk.) "Today we have the
birthday of Christ, birthday of Shri Ganesha
and also on such a date which is so well
worshiped and regarded as something
important in India. May God bless you all."

Sahaja Yogis have come many times to
Alibag, a beautiful, rustic place which we like
very much. We travel long distances to get
here just to enjoy being with nature. Shri
Mataji explained that the name for coconut in
Sanskrit is shriphul because it is the Sahasrara,
and it knows and understands. Coconuts
won't fall on anyone; no one is ever hurt by
this sensible fruit-unlike human beings who
hurt and trouble others. "But in Sahaja Yoga
there's a lot of sweetness, goodness, and

righteousness and it's so encouraging."

Shri Mataji congratulated all of the people
who were newly married. She advised them
to be nice, kind to each other, and talkative
from the outset. Shri Mataji expresses Herself
a lot, and we also should talk and not hide
our feelings or be reserved. We should try to
have happy marriages. We will have very
good children born to us who will be a new
race of people. They will be the most
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powerful things for us, and they'll work out
many things which we could not work out

Being next to the sea at Alibag we should
understand some things about the sea. The
sea is our Grandfather because He gave birth
to Lakshmi, who later became Mahalakshmi.
Westerners, especially, have insulted the sea.
We should understand, respect and worship
the sea. Before entering and upon leaving we
should say namaskar to the sea. Because of
the sea, we get rain, which is so important to
our life. The sea is the Guru, the Mahaguru
which teaches us so many things. This
Mahaguru creates salt for us. "Christ has said
you are the salt ... of the universe, meaning
you are the one who gives taste and all the
qualities of salt to the human being."

We have to learn a lot from the sea. First, it
has its own maryadas. The water keeps
within its own boundaries even though an
ocean is so huge. We should learn to keep to
our own maryadas in the same way.

"The second quality of the sea is that it looks
after all the animals that are in it." Even
though it is salty, all kinds of animals exist in
it. The first life came into being in the sea so
all our forefathers must have been born in the
sea--and still we think we have a right to
insult it.

The thirdquality is that it is very deep. "If
the depth of the sea is reduced even by a few
feet, there will be a problem all over. It keeps
to its depth.... In the same way, whatever
depth you have got in Sahaja Yoga, you
should keep to that.... We have to be deep
people with deep understanding of Sahaja
Yoga, deep understanding of ourselves
because that's the sign of dignity, and that
dignity we must have. That majestic nature
of the sea you must have."

Even the trees understand the greatness of the
sea and show their respect and gratitude by
always bending towards the sea, even though
the wind may be blowing the other way.
Without the sea we could not have had
transport from place to place. Also there is a

lot of wealth inside the bed of the sea which
is not yet explored, but once explored the
whole world can be very rich. But people
fight about which part is theirs, and in that
fight all the wealth inside the sea might shift
from one place to another.

The sea reacts to Shri Mataji-it moves with
Her and understands Her very well. She has
a special relationship and respect for the sea.
The sea gives us enjoyment and spirituality,
so there is no need to go to the Himalayas, as
the Himalayas are also covered in the water
whose cycle starts and ends at the sea. We
also should take to this cycle whereby we
absorb anger and heat from others, and
transfer it to vapors or vibrations for others.

Shri Mataji explained, "It is with Me the same
thing. When I see somebody who is sick and
I treat him, of course I have to bear a little bit-
-sometimes quite a lot. Then I absorb it and
then they become vibrations. They just start
flowing as vibrations."

From the sea Sahaja Yogis have to learn to
absorb everything, but not get attached and
let it become vapors. We should have the
courage to treat others, and not expect Shri
Mataji to always treat and cure people or
vibrate our water. God gave us vibrations to
use, to give to others, so that we may grow
and become better ourselves. Our bodies can
become bundles of vibrations just by using
the vibrations. "But if you don't use these
vibrations, you'll have problems all the time,
and you will not understand why." Wherever
possible, we should use vibrations to help
others to get well. We should not be afraid of
any troubles but should just use Shri Mataji's
photo and there will be no harm. "After all,
if you are afraid even of any troubles, then
what's the use of becoming a Sahaja Yogi? If
the ship is not sea-worthy, what's the use of
making a ship? ... And that's what you have
to decide, that we are going to be Sahaja Yoga
worthy, and for that we are going to absorb
all the vibrations, we are going to take up
everything upon ourselves."

We should have faith that whatever we are
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doing is creating vibrations within us by
which we can save so many. The more we
give, the more we get. We should have com-
plete faith in ourselves and respect our self-
realization. Every day we should tell our-
selves, "I am a Sahaja Yogi. I am a Yogi. I
am a saint. I am a realized soul. I have to

do this. How can I do these other nonsensical
things? I have to do these good things. I
have to talk to people in a sweeter manner. I
have to try to work it out this way." We
should have great faith in ourselves that we
are absolutely surrendered to our Mother.
Nothing else is needed.

Shri Ganesha is the source of holiness,
chastity, purity and wisdom. Sahaja Yogis
should understand the importance of
worshipping Shri Ganesha and the qualities
that He bestows on us. He is the living Deity
on Mooladhara, but "He is actually the
chancellor of all the universities... in the sense
that He is sitting on all the chakras. Without
Him nothing can work out because He is the
one who is holiness. So whenever the
Kundalini goes, it is He who pours the
holiness, and the cleansing power of Shri
Ganesha cleanses your chakras. So it is very
important to understand the virtue of Shri
Ganesha, how he works within your chakras,
how He helps you." Our wisdom can not be
inculcated or manoeuvered. It is innate and
it comes with maturity which only comes
through proper attention to our Kundalini, to
fixingup the Kundalini with the all-pervading
power. "This has to be done through regular
meditation. It's not a ritual but it should be
done whenever you feel like, and after some
time you will find that you are all the time in
meditation. You don't have to even meditate
but you are in meditation."

Shri Ganesha's eternal childhood gives Him
the innocence of a child. Our innocence
cannot be forced but comes automatically
when the Kundalini starts rising and starts

blessing our chakras. "This simple innocent
personality is the sign of a good Sahaja Yogi"
who knows for certain through his experience
that he is looked after by the Ganas of Shri
Ganesha. Many have had these experiences
and have written about them. They take care
of us but are also watching our behavior. "If
you try to take advantage of Sahaja Yoga by
any chance, it may be punished." Shri Mataji
has warned us of this and we have seen a few
examples of it. Sahaja Yoga is for the advan-
tage of others and not for our advantage. We
have already got our realization. 'The enjoy-
ment of Sahaja Yoga is the best way to know
Sahaja Yoga."

When we return to our countries we should
carry the purity of Shri Canesha which is very
much required to be spread in our countries.
"Only you have to desire and it will spread.
I am sure things will change very soon and
you will have a much better, much better
time." There are many people who are
seeking this truth and this purity, and we
have to find them. "After finding them out,
do not argue with them. Just give them
realization, let them feel the vibrations and
then things will be better." There are many/
many things which are false in this world, but
that doesn't matter because everything can be
easily cleared out by the light of the truth.
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There are no words to describe the joy
of meeting Shri Mataji and your brothers
and sisters at various points all over the
world. At the Hong Kong airport on March
6, '1992, at the beginning of Shri Mataji's
second major tour of the Orient in as many
years, the gathering consisted of Australians
accompanying Shri Mataji, Her nephew, and
Austrians, Americans, and Taiwanese. All
were eager to greet their Mother and
experience the joy of helping with public
programs in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Bangkok,
and Kuala Lumpur.

A beautiful suite was secured for our Blessed
Mother at the Peninsula Hotel. She permitted
us to see Her at the hotel and was most
anxious to meet the Chinese yogis. At that
time, it was determined who would do the
translation for the program the following
evening. Sahaja Yogis distributed handouts to
the locals as they boarded subways and buses.
The small children had the best luck, although
when a little rapport was established with
passersby, they were more open to accepting
our gift. There had been several radio
interviews with local yogis which seemed to
draw the most response. Sizable articles were
included in local Chinese newspapers. It was
clear on this trip that Shri Mataji wanted to
address the local Chinese population-and
arrive they did in great numbers for the
program the following evening. The entire
hall, including the balcony, was full, and Shri
Mataji was very happy with the seekers who
came. Many newcomers gave their local
addresses and numbers for the follow-up
programs. Everyone felt quite elated by the
end of the evening.

The following afternoon Shri Mataji graced
our presence at a well-known restaurant on
Hong Kong Island where She was presented
with lovely Chinese vases, a beautiful poem,
and an early Happy Birthday wish, sung in
Chinese. She was so touched, there were
tears in Her eyes as She slowly left the room.

At the airport, Shri Mataji noticed the parcel
we were carrying and so it happened that
right there we presented Shri Mataji the
birthday gift from America, a Lenox eagle
standing on the American flag. She teasingly
scolded us for bringing it, but remarked on
Garuda's lovely wings as She touched Her
arms to indicate the vibrations She felt. Then,
as She touched the piece, She said, "May God
bless America." The vibrations surged at that
moment. So the eagle stayed in Hong Kong,
to be shipped to India, and we boarded the
aircraft with Shri Mataji, bound for Taiwan.

It was late when we arrived but the Taiwan
yogis were so huppy and excited to see Shri
Mataji, as well as four yogis from Japan and
several from Austria who had come to help
with the public program. Shri Mataji spoke to
us all at great length after we had made our
way to the Grand Hotel where She was
staying.

There are so many personal nuggets of advice
and insight one experiences in the presence of
our Mother on these trips. The previous year
Shri Mataji had emphasized that forbearance
was the great power of a woman. She
explained light-hearted ways a wife might
diffuse sensitive moments to maintain a
harmonious balance. And now, on this trip,
more than a year later, there was further
elucidation on this subject. Forbearance is a
great power of women, but She went on to
explain that, "It is like my love is so great-so
great, it acts like a buffer" to dissolve the so-
called problems. She used the example of the
love of a mother for her child. The love is so
great, there is no feeling of putting up or
tolerating. One must develop that capacity
for one's spouse, for the whole world! Shri
Mataji, by Thy grace, may women everywhere
awaken to their divine nature and so bless the
world.

Shri Mataji also mentioned that it was
important to enjoy our maturing, suggesting
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not to emphasize or worship youthfulness.
There is wisdom that comes with age that is
to be appreciated, revered. When one thinks
about one's own pain or tiredness, it only
increases. It's best not to think about it.

Shri Mataji was very interested in Japanese
culture and Shintoism. She also wanted us to
look for books about Maitreya, the future
Buddha, which is the way to relate to the
Asian cultures. We were all also encouraged
to visit the National Museum to view its
wonderful art treasures, specifically a
grasshopper on a head of lettuce, carved
intricately in ivory.

Although it was quite cool and rainy, there
was a very good turnout for the Taipei public
program. A Chinese American Sahaja Yogi
addressed the seekers prior to Shri Mataji's
arrival and translated the talk into Mandarin.
Shri Mataji was pleased with the program,
and told us there would be good follow-ups.
We later heard that approximately 60 people
attended the first one.

Shri Mataji also seemed pleased that North
America was sponsoring Taiwan. In addition,
our Austrian brothers and sisters had come
and done most of the preparation, along with
the small but very dedicated collective that
was established there. (Four Chinese yogis
went to India last year.)

We left Taiwan during heavy rainfall and
arrived irfbright, sunny Bangkok about three
and a half hours later. Each phase of our
journey was a delightful interlude with our
Mother. We caught a glimpse of Her through
the curtain divider on the plane and She
smiled and waved. No matter what is
happening-momentary inconveniences or
uncertainties-when you are with Shri Mataji,
they iust don't matter, and as they work out,
there is enjoyment, punctuated by no worry.
The lesson is to carry this state of awareness
back to our everyday life where so many
things are happening and seem to be pulling
on us from so many directions. By experi-
encing reality in the presence of our Divine
Mother, we know it is a fact and can become
our own, each and every moment.

The public program in Bangkok was a great
success. The seekers filled the room, more
chairs were added, and all the floor space was
filled. It was such an uplifting feeling to see
so many people eager to meet and listen to
Shri Mataji. The introductory talk was given
in Thai and English by a Swiss Sahaja Yogini
who lives in Bangkok. She spoke sweetly and
sensitively in languages that are both foreign
languages to her, taking great care not to
offend the local government. Shri Mataji was
pleased with the program and with the deep
respect the people had for Her. Approxi-
mately 350 people attended, and everyone
seemed to greatly enjoy the evening.

Shri Mataji was delighted with Thai handi-
crafts, and purchased presents for the children
in the school in India. She received a lovely
ceramic tea set and commented on the
exuberance of the Thai artists, who filled
nearly every space on the pottery with blue
and gold color, infusing such joy in their
creation. She explained that in the west, there
is more space between the lines. Ialian and
Indian art are more similar to Thai art.

Shri Mataji also remarked that advanced tech-
nology does not necessarily mean improve-
ment-it can mean more headaches. She used
the hotels around the world to illustrate Her
point. In the middle of the night, if you
awaken, you do not know where to find the
switches, how to hrrn on the lights or use the
shower. Shri Mataji also commented on how
important it is to be humble. Without humili-
ty, nothing can go into your head. One can
only become spiritual when one has humility.

When given the gift of a wooden dove, Shri
Mataji lovingly fondled the piece and then
said, "Perhaps I should turn into a dove to
convince you all that I am the Holy Spirit."
What a moment it was! We all wanted to
savor it forever, to go on enjoying, listening,
giving realization, and watching seekers all
over the world awaken to the love of our
Mother, watching our family enlarge as they
begin on their own inner journeys, sharing the
experience and vision of our Divine Mother.

Ursula Doring, San Francisco
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lhri Mataji arrived at Rome airport on
Saturday, April 11 at midday on her return
from India. A crowd of about 200 yogis were
there to greet Her-mostly Romans 6ut with
a sprinkling from other centers and countries.
Shri Mataji took a seat on one side of the
arrivals hall to receive flowers from all of us.
The children of the Rome ashram sat in front

-o-f. Y.. and sang a few songs, beginning with
Vishwa Vandita and going on witi Shri
Ganesha sits at the top of the iree and Sitting in
the Heart of the Llniaerse. For the last songlhe
grown-ups also sang the refrain, but it soon
became apparent that we did not know the
words to the verses, which the children, all
singing from memory, knew very well. Shri
Mataji told the children that they must teach
the song to the rest of us.

The rest of the day Shri Mataji spent in Her

-r9o*, 
resting and talking to a few Sahaja

Iogtl Next morning, before Her departure
for Cabella, She kindly came to give us all
Her darshan in the ashram sitting ioom. She
gave a short, but very important talk. She

Last Tuesday by Shri Mataji's Grace there was
a tremendous havan in the back garden of
Shri Mataji's house in Cabella, with the
thousand names of the Goddess being read
around a great fire which burned for hours
and hours. About 200 yogis were present,
mostly from northern Italy but including some
from Austria and Switzerland and the
advance guard of the English who are
preparing the weekend's puja.

thri Mataji had said previously that the
Paramchaitanya would be particularly strong
on the 5th, and before the havan started She

said how pleased She was that all over the
world Sahaja Yogis are becoming responsible,
are taking responsibility for the spread of
Sahaja Yoga. This is very necessary. It is no
longer sufficient, She said, to love Her, nor
even to be completely surrendered to Her to
fully recognize Her. We must become
dynamic and active in the collective growth
and spreading of Sahaja Yoga, as Sahaja Yoga
will only be spread through Her instruments,
the Sahaja Yogis.

"Certain basic things are necessary," Shri
Mataji said. We must all meditate morning
and evening, for example. We should also
know certain songs by heart; She suggested
we could have song competitions.

To end Her visit to Rome, we sang a few
bhajans. Then Shri Mataji gave us a last
blessing and left in Her car for Cabella, where
She stayed until Her return to Rome for
Easter Puja.

Phil Ward, Switzerland

explained that it was a particularly auspicious
day. As well as being the anniversary of the
opening of the Sahasrara it was akshaya
tritiya, the third day of the moon, akshaya
meaning eternal things. She went on to say
how She would not be giving a great
discourse today, since She would keep this
for the weekend when many Sahaja Yogis
would be there, but we should try to be
hollow, and to be in Nirvichara samadhi,
which would also help with our memory.

The great yagnya began around midday. One
by one the different names were read out,
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the meaning read out in English, and we
all said the mantra and then offered real
or symbolic samagri with the phrase, "OM
Swaha." The reading took place quite slowly,
which gave time for all the meanings of the
beautiful names to sink in and be absorbed
by all of us. Some of the names were quite
long, and when it came to repeating the
mantras several of us remarked that our
memory still needed improvement! Shri
Mataji was working very hard on our vibra-
tions all the time. About half past three
She asked how many names had been read
(we were at number 288) and directed that
after 300 names we should stop, take our
lunch, and continue again afterwards. A
delicious, spicy lunch was served, and we
were able to relax and rest for a while.

When we started again the sun was coming
down at quite a low angle, brilliantly
illuminating the faces of the assembled rishis
and sages. Somehow after lunch everything
seemed easier and we were able to sit
comfortably and almost effortlessly repeat the

APRIL
Sa
Su
Fr-Su
Mo

"t'l
12
17-19
20

names and make our offering to the sacred
fire. The vibrations were tremendous-you
had the impression of taking part in a
timeless ceremony, begun ages before and
continuing again for ages after the present
moment. Little by little the light changed, the
singing of the birds grew as they came home
to their nests, to be joined by the chirping of
the crickets, and the brilliant blue of the sky
faded slowly. By the time the havan finished,
just before 11 o'clock in the evening, the heat
of the day had given way to quite a chilly
evening, and the sky was completely black
and decorated with stars.

After the thousand names had been read, a
number of badhas were offered to the fire,
and at the end everyone was able to write
whatever negativity he wished on a piece of
paper and to offer it into the fire. And then
came the parting for a few days until we all
met again at our Divine Mother's Lotus Feet
for the Sahasrara Day Puja.

Phil Ward, Switzerland

Arrival in Rome from India
To Cabella
Easter Puja, Rome
Italian tour: public programs
in Rome, Naples, Perugia,
Florence, and Sardinia

Sahasrara Day
Sahasrara Puja, Cabella
United Kingdom
Return to Cabella

Kundalini Puja, Cabella
To Moscow

MAY
Tu
Su
Tu-Fr
Sa

JLINE
Fr-Su
End 1rf June

5
10
19-29
30

12-14
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]ULY
Fr-Su 17-19 Guru puja, Cabella

. Mo-Th 20-3'l European Tour with Nagpur
musicians to France, Austria,

AUGUST Switzerland, Germany,
Fr-We 1-12 Bulgaria, Hungary,

Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Poland, Moscow, Leningrad,
Kiev, Taliati

. 
Fr-Su 't4-16 Krishna Puja, Cabella

SEPTEMBER
Fr-Su 4-6 Ganesha puja, Cabella
Mo-Tu 7-22 Tour of the United States and

Canada to New York, Los
Angeles, Cincinnati,
Vancouver, Toronto

Fr-Su 25-27 Navaratri Puja, Cabella

OCTOBER
Beginning of October Spain and South America
Fr-Su 23-25 Diwali Puia, Cabella

India Tour 1992-93 ltinerary

NOVEMBER
We-Mo

DECEMBER
Tu-Sa
Su-Tu
We-Sa
Su-Tu
We-Fr
Mo-Tu
We-Th

25-30 India Tour begins with public
programs in Delhi

1-5 Haryana
6-8 Hardwar, Rishikesh
9-12 Delhi; Travel to Jaipur
13-15 Ahmedabad
16-18 Bombay
2'l-29 Ganapatipule
30-31 Kalwe
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